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Making use of excavated ancient
mastodon bone while honoring
this magnificent animal by
creating a meaningful and
valuable adornment as it has
been done throughout history.
This bracelet is full of personal
symbolism and carries within
energies of a the ancient animal
it was part of and is worn for
strength, power and abundance.
Vibrant gems for light, love and
vibrancy, hinging, soldering and
cold joins for construction.

# Ankle
# Ancient Mastodon Bone, Vibrational
Gems, Sterling Silver, Leather
# 2021

SUSAN
LENART
After art school artist Susan Lenart began exploring and
collecting hand made traditional adornment and jewelry.
She found history and culture so fascinating that it has
influenced her own style. She now embeds her personal
symbolism into her jewelry and build magnificent visual
adornment and layers of moveable jewelry chiming with
each drum beat. This is her interpretation of life, these are
her powerful talismans and this work is of her tribe.

JEWELS OF THE NOMAD
COMPASS
Hand built with sterling silver
with a stone of ancient fossil
animal bone and fabricated
into a powerful amulet, this
object is created to magnify the
animals power of strength and
abundance and is part of Susan’s
series to honor this animal.
Elegance of precious gems and
symbols create a powerful piece
of adornment, originally used as
currency in Borneo and meant
as a powerful talisman to bring
in abundance. Compass cross
symbology.

# Ring
# Animal Bone, Sterling Silver,
Aquamarine, Tourmaline Stone
# 2021
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Abundance hollow form amulet
ring. This power piece reaches out
to the lower chakras in placement
and in gemstone qualities to
give you grounding and strength.
Hand built of sterling silver
vessel form and circular icons.
Stones include Honey quartz
and tourmaline. This piece is
worn for elegance and filled
with abundance of symbolism.
Circular shape which represents
endless life and holistic
abundance. Representation of
the small triangle shapes placed
for movement and action.
# Ring
# Precious Stones, Honey Quartz,
Tourmaline, Sterling Silver
# 2021

ORNAMENTAL
SHOWER
A luscious gorgeous stack of
bangle bracelets worn on the
wrists so that all senses can be
felt throughout my day as they
chime as singing bowls with body
movement.They participated in
Susan’s performance piece in
dance. They bring to her a visual
vibrancy of their powerful stones
and their magical properties that
can be worn in layers. Twisted
wire and action, they add pure
beauty and strong vibration using
symbolic shapes, tourmaline,
citrine, aquamarine, ancient
walrus bone and fossils.
# Bangle
# Sterling Silver,
Precious Stones
# 2021
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Elegant totem ear adornment
in its grand splendor of length
and elegance. Hear the gentle
chimes echoing in your ear to
remind you of how beautiful
life can be. These hand-made
sterling silver earrings are bound
and composed with hand made
selective talismans, amulets and
prayer boxes that are embedded
with positive vibrations and
intentional beautiful energy.
Vibrational Gems for their magiccross/compass shape to bring
in light and love. Worn as an ear
cuff because of weight, easily
managed.
# Earcuff
# Sterling Silver, Gemstones,
Amethyst, Lemon Quartz, Tourmaline,
Aquamarine
# 2021

ROOT STAR COMPASS
PERFORMANCE PIECE
This adornment piece is part
of a holistic body of work
telling a complete story of
Susan’s culture through dance,
movement and performance
art. It is built of twigs, vibrational
root chakra gems and fossils
and is representational of
star symbolism and direction.
Part of a holistic visual dance
performance, one can feel and
hear the vibration of chiming
components and give a gentle
rhythm to the beat of a drum.
Representational Energies give
the wearer grounding, strength,
vibrancy, abundance.
# Necklace
# Sterling Silver, Altered Twigs, Fossil,
Gemstones, Leather, Metal Fiber Wraps
# 2021

